Making the Clean Energy Package work for all
With its Clean Energy for All
Europeans Package, the EU aims
to be a global leader in the low
carbon economy transition

Security
of supply

BENEFITS

Filling the
investment
gap

Affordable &
sustainable
energy

As US business in Europe, we have a unique stake as both investors and energy users

As energy
users
OBJECTIVE

RECOMMENDATIONS

Ensure a cost-efficient
transition to a low-carbon
economy

DID YOU KNOW?

Industry represents
1/3 of total electricity
consumption

€

€

Reward
flexibility

Consider
systems costs

by creating a market for
energy services, which
includes storage and
demand management

to bring both retail and
industrial consumers
to the centre of the EU
energy policy

Make capacity
mechanisms
temporary

Reinforce
cooperation

OTHER

INDUSTRY

regional, and focused on
securing energy supply
at minimal cost to the
consumer

across Member States
on energy policy

Questions?

Do you want to learn more? amchameu.eu

Stéphanie Brochard
Senior Policy Adviser, AmCham EU
SBR@amchameu.eu
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As US business in Europe, we have a unique stake as both investors and energy users

As investors
in Europe
OBJECTIVE

Secure the needed
investments to bring the
EU to the next level of
decarbonisation
DID YOU KNOW?

US investment in
Europe totalled more
than €2 trillion in 2016

RECOMMENDATIONS

10
Produce and
implement national
10-year plans

Strengthen the
carbon price
signal

sharing these with the
public, and explicitly
warning against
retroactive changes

to create a level playing
field for all technologies

Ensure clear
price signals

Create market
conditions

coming from the free flow
of energy, rather than a
fragmented collection of
national prices

that encourage investors
to limit the risks of a
project, through longterm contracts like Power
Purchase Agreements
(PPA) in the US

€2 TRILLION
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